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Philippians 1: “What do I do when I am unjustly persecuted by my religion?” 

Why am I Anxious? 

 

Introduction 

  

1. My level of respect for Pastor Dan and Todd and Andrea reached an optimum high this 

week. I’ll tell you why. At first, I was thrilled about writing on this Sunday’s topic. The 

more I prepared, the more I wanted to give the task right back to Pastor Dan. No, thank 

you. It had me wondering, “Why would anyone choose to do this for a living?” What a 

tremendous responsibility it is to wrestle with these scriptures and heavy questions week 

after week and produce a sermon within a short time frame that actually makes sense.  

  

2.  Keeping in mind Paul’s letter to the Philippians, how shall we approach the question: 

what do I do when I am unjustly persecuted by my religion?  

 

I have had my fair share of religious persecution. My family fled the Ivorian civil 

war because of it. Ivory Coast had been split along political and religious lines with a 

rebel-held Muslim North and a government-held Christian South. My family being 

Muslim migrated to the US to seek asylum. There is an interesting plot twist here. 

Twelve years later, in a damascene-like conversion (not quite as dramatic as Paul’s), I 

would convert from Islam to Christianity. 

  

I only bring this up because I would like to invite us to hold in our minds images 

of literal and figurative prisons as we discuss being the subject of religious persecution. 

Most of us might not find ourselves in a jail cell like Paul but we can in other ways be 

made to feel unwelcomed and unwanted in a faith community by people of our own faith. 

We can be made to regress in some form of isolation. Some of us might run the risk of 

being disowned by our family members because of our faith or because of how we 

choose to live out our faith.    

  

3. Although there are many ways to interact with today’s scripture, I have chosen to focus 

on the following key points: 

  

1) The disposition we are encouraged to hold as Christians in the face of any 

persecution. For this sermon’s purposes, persecution is defined as hostility and ill 

treatment, especially because of race or political or religious beliefs, or sexual orientation 

and or gender identity. 

  

2) Developing the kind of curiosity, rigorous inquiry that can lead us into deeper 

relationship with God, also known as “habits of the mind”. 

  

3) The necessity and challenge of being in a Christian community, particularly for 

those of us who are in the minority (LGBTQIA +, people of color, people with 

disabilities on a spectrum of mental capacity, or any other factor that would inhibit one 

from fully participating in community) 
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4) Surrendering our temptations to speak for God   

 

  

4.  On Christian disposition in the midst of suffering 

 

“Joy in suffering” is a Pauline theme ubiquitous in the New Testament. In 

Romans 5:3-5, Paul fervently reassures the Romans to rejoice in their sufferings, 

knowing that suffering produces endurance and endurance produces character, and 

character produces hope, and hope does not put us to shame, because God’s love has 

been poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit who has been given to us. Romans 

12:12, he encourages them further to be joyful in hope, patient in affliction and faithful in 

prayer. Throughout his letters to the Philippians, as per today’s scripture, Paul emboldens 

them to rejoice in the Lord even in their suffering for the glory of God. 

  

Here’s a question: as a Christian, is it possible to be joyful in suffering without 

relationship with Jesus? Even with a deep relationship with Jesus, can we rejoice in the 

Lord, always? 

  

Paul’s prayer for the Philippians gave me a clue. 

  

[9 And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and 

depth of insight, 10 so that you may be able to discern what is best and may be pure and 

blameless for the day of Christ, 11 filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes 

through Jesus Christ—to the glory and praise of God.]   (Phil. 1: 9 – 11)  

  

Is it possible that our capacity to love arises out of deeper knowledge and depth of 

insight, which in turn allows us to discern what is good in order to produce that which is 

good?   

  

5.  Developing rigorous inquiry that leads into deeper relationship with God 

It takes faith, curiosity to seek understanding of God’s word, to commit to developing 

what Christian Author James Sire calls “Habits of the Mind”. To Sire, being an 

intellectual is a Christian calling. He frames it in this way:  
  

“An intellectual is one who loves ideas, is dedicated to clarifying them, developing them, 

criticizing them, turning them over and over, seeing their implications, stacking them atop one 

another, arranging them, sitting silent while new ideas pop up and old ones seem to rearrange 

themselves, playing with them, punning with their terminology, laughing at them, watching them 

clash, picking up the pieces, starting over, judging them, withholding judgment about them, 

changing them, bringing them into contact with their counterparts in other systems of thought, 

inviting them to dine and have a ball but also suiting them for service in workaday life. A 

Christian intellectual is all of the above to the glory of God.” 

  

Can you imagine, if every Christian according to their own capacity, devoted 

themselves to reading scriptures in the way Sire describes here. Rather than relying on 
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the belief that it is our conviction to have exclusive possession over the interpretation of 

scripture (speak for God, remind others of their sin, become gatekeepers for God’s 

commandments), we can instead lean towards an ethics of deconstruction, a school of 

philosophy and literary criticism forged in the writings of French philosopher Jacques 

Derrida. With this practice, we would be “guarding the heterogeneity of the text, 

remaining vigilant against closure, adhering to critical stance which respects complexity, 

difficulty, and obscurity. Deconstructive readings do not seek to transcend the text but to 

achieve a totalizing operation on it; deconstructive readings must always be critical, 

above all self-critical.” 

 

I have sad this before.  Sloppy theology is the cause of the most unnecessary kind 

of suffering. What if we learned to read scripture with both philosophy and spirit in 

mind? This is the depth of insight I believe Paul is advocating for, the kind that leads us 

to the ethics and principles of Jesus Christ. Maybe this is what it means to love God with 

all our minds, to be consumed and preoccupied and in deep need to understand the mind 

of Christ. How can I begin to ground my life in ethics and principles I do not understand? 

And how can I ask others to the same? Can I do this without sincerity of spirit?  

 

This is why I love Kind David’s plea in Psalm 51. I constantly recited this to 

myself when I first came to know Christ.  

 
Create in me a pure heart, O God, 

And renew a steadfast spirit within me. 

Do not cast me from your presence 

or take your Holy Spirit from me. 

 

I have come to the realization that my biggest fear is not that other people’s sin or 

my very own will bring the world to an end or become the “spread of infectious ideas”. 

My biggest fear is not having God’s spirit with me.  I could weep at the thought of it. 

That is the one thing I am absolutely certain of, that I could not surmount living in the 

world without it. This is my definition of hell, to be without God’s presence.  

 

In Plato’s Apology, we find account of the speech Socrates makes at the trial in 

which he is charged with impiety, not recognizing the gods recognized by the state, 

inventing new deities, and corrupting the youth of Athens. At the trial, Socrates uttered 

the now recognized famous dictum, “the unexamined life is not worth living”. Socrates 

dared to question authority and was sentenced to death for it. He preferred death than to 

loose his raison d'être, reason for being. What’s the point of living if you cannot 

understand why you exist? Physicist Albert Einstein would echo a similar sentiment 

when he said that “unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth.” I 

couldn’t agree more.  

 

While writing, this one memory came to mind. It was circa 2009. I was picking up 

food at my aunt’s African restaurant in the Bronx New York. The restaurant was located 

exactly in front of the mosque. Women in my family, though Muslim, do not wear hijabs 

(head coverings). To give this a bit more context, I was in full casual mode, jeans and a 
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sweatshirt, I think. I stood chatting with my aunt with my book on the counter. A man 

from our community that I did not know, stood next to me, picked up my book without 

my permission, looked at it and threw it back on the counter without saying a word. 

Knowing my temperament, I too said nothing. I was so infuriated. What gives him the 

right? I thought.  When I walked out of the restaurant I couldn’t help but chuckle a little 

because the book I was reading was, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens by Sean 

Covey.  

 

What’s the point of having a mind of my own if I am to rely on what others say 

about God? I want to know for myself, to experience for myself who God is. This brings 

me to my favorite movie, technically a musical, Yentl. Set in 1873 Poland, Yentl is the 

story of a young woman (played by Barbra Streisand) growing up in an oppressive 

society that will not let her pursue her religious education. Unwilling to live without 

access to education on the basis of sex, Yentl leaves her home and conceals her sex to be 

able to pursue the scholarly occupation of a Jewish man. In doing so, she inadvertently 

embarks on a journey of self-discovery that defies traditional ideas of gender roles within 

her community. Here’s a clip. 

  

[CUE Yentl VIDEO] 

 
There's not a morning I begin 

Without a thousand questions 

Running through my mind 

That I don't try to find the reason 

And the logic in the world 

That God design... 

  

And why have eyes that see 

And arms that reach 

Unless you're meant to know there's 

Something more 

  

If not to hunger for the meaning of it all 

Then tell me what a soul is for 

Why have the wings unless you're meant to fly 

  

And tell me please why have a mind 

If not to question why 

And tell me where 

Where is it written what it is I'm meant to be 

  

That I can't dare to have the chance to 

Pick the fruit of every tree 

Or have my share of every sweet imagined possibility 

Just tell me where, where is it written, tell me where 
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I am so deeply aware of generational differences here. Women of my generation 

have freedoms afforded to them that women prior could only dream of. This is true, it is a 

privilege I do not take for granted. There is also a question of education. Some people, 

both men and women, were never encouraged to be independent thinkers and therefore 

have never learned to engage with dense, complex, multi-faceted issues. Some of it is 

personality.   

 

Proximity and exposure also help. From a young age, I was exposed to people of 

different cultures and backgrounds and spoke multiple languages which allowed me to 

connect with people in significant ways. Throw in a liberal arts education at a woman’s 

college and I am the poster child for what it means to be a “progressive”. And yet I do not 

believe that there is any true progressive nor do I believe conservatives to be people 

without liberal ideals. All of us have some unlearning to do.  

 

There is a national debate on college campuses, particularly Higher Ed institutions 

about this very topic.  Outspoken liberals are deemed “fragile thugs” and conservatives 

“authoritarian” but social psychologist and researcher Craig Haper addressed this 

differently in a piece he titled,  “How does ideological disgust lead to cultural 

authoritarianism?” He writes the following: 
 

“Given how disgust is intrinsically linked to contamination, we can see how an ideological form 

of disgust could lead to authoritarian behaviors to stop the spread of ‘infectious ideas’. As Pizarro 

states, when a disgusting item touches a clean item, the clean item becomes infected (as opposed 

to the disgusting item becoming cleansed). The same analogy can be invoked when discussing 

ideas. To give recent trends as an example, it has been reported how those on the far-left accuse 

moderate liberals and centrists as being the true ideologues when they oppose extremism on both 

sides of the ideological spectrum. This could be explained as those moderates and centrists being 

seen as ‘contaminated’ by far-right viewpoints, with authoritarian responses (see the recent Antifa 

riots) being a response to quell this potential contamination. Conceptually, ideological disgust 

may represent an emotional response to viewpoints that are seen as a threat to an individual’s 

worldview. Authoritarianism, then, is an appropriate behavioral safeguard against the spread of 

infectious ideas.” 

 

6. The necessity and challenge of being in Christian community 

 

One of the functions of community is to remind us of exactly that, that none of us 

are beyond correction. We can love each other and disagree but if our disagreements is 

rooted in keeping some people oppressed, there is no foundation for love. That is power 

struggle not love. I define love as any act that preserves and protect the dignity and 

freedom of another. American Philosopher and political activist, Cornel West, wrote this 

about MLK’s take on love, “King understood radical love as a form of death - a relentless 

self-examination in which a fearful, hateful, egoistic, self-dies daily to be reborn into a 

courageous, loving and self-sacrificial self”. There is actually so little that is sentimental 

about love (and this is coming from the most sentimental person there is).  

 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/aug/17/centrists-attack-left-extremists-labour-moderates
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/aug/17/centrists-attack-left-extremists-labour-moderates
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/black-clad-anarchists-storm-large-berkeley-anti-hate-rally/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/black-clad-anarchists-storm-large-berkeley-anti-hate-rally/
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 It reminds me of the lyrics of the song “None of us are Free” by Solomon Burke 

(thanks Heather for showing me this gem)  

 
“It's a simple truth we all need, just to hear and to see. 

None of us are free, one of us is chained. 

None of us are free. 

Now I swear your salvation isn't too hard too find, 

None of us can find it on our own. We've got to join together in spirit, heart and mind. 

So that every soul who's suffering will know they're not alone”  

 

Genuinely, I don’t know many Christians who have known anything other than 

their Christian faith or who face on a daily basis restrictions on how they get to live out 

their faith. So much is taken for granted. How can those who have never known what it’s 

like to be at the bottom of every possible human constructed power systems be in 

solidarity with those who are mocked, negated, humiliated, and dehumanized? How can 

they who have never known poverty teach and impose the gospel teachings of Jesus 

Christ?  

What would you focus on if you knew you couldn’t practice your faith with all 

the liberties you have now? What would you do differently if you couldn’t worship in 

public or gather at church? What would you cherish, what you would surrender?  

 

Speaking of being jailed for the sake of Christ made me think about slaves who 

would risk unthinkable punishment in order to worship. Professor of Religon, Dr. Albert 

J. Raboteau, wrote this about the secret religion of slaves who dared to believe that the 

word of God wanted more for them than to be enslaved.  

 
“Slaves devised several techniques to avoid detection of their meetings. One practice was to meet 

in secluded places—woods, gullies, ravines, and thickets (aptly called “hush harbors”). Kalvin 

Woods remembered preaching to other slaves and singing and praying while huddled behind 

quilts and rags, which had been thoroughly wetted “to keep the sound of their voices from 

penetrating the air” and then hung up “in the form of a little room,” or tabernacle.” 

 

I am so eternally thankful that God’s goodness transcends human fallacies.  

 

I am deeply interested in learning how to hold oppressive systems accountable 

while avoiding polarization and dismissal. The ability to interact effectively and 

harmoniously with other people is not only beneficial at church but in other various 

aspects of our lives: work, family, relationships. We all want to be heard, seen and 

belong. We all want to be connected but don’t always know how to make that happen.   

 

Research Professor Dr. Bréne Brown talked about our need for connection in her 

sermon at the National Cathedral in Washington DC, given a week ago. The theme of her 

message is “Love. Faith. Justice. Two out of three won’t work” This clip made me laugh 

because it captures so much about my own back and forth with church, why I leave and 

why I always find myself returning like most of you in this room, I think.   
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[Bréne Brown Clip] 

 

Why do we return to church even with all its challenges?  What do we get from here that 

we don’t anywhere else?  

 

I wanted to come up with three specific reasons why I always return to first covenant. 

Instead, I was flooded with warm memories that filled up my heart up with gratitude. 

Here are a few of my favorites.  

 

The one time I sat on Bethany Johnson’s couch and wept because I finally 

admitted to myself that I wanted something other than law school. The poor girl just sat 

there holding my hands so compassionately and reassured me that it was all going to be 

OK. Or that time Liz Miller had a dream of me preaching and I would begin to preach a 

few months after that. How crazy is that? Most recently, when Andrea and Ryan 

Hollingsworth stepped in and offered that I drive their extra car when mine broke down. 

The one time Frances Woodson invited me to her home for girl time and I ended up 

knocked out on her rocking chair. Instead of waking me up, she gently placed a blanket 

over me and let me sleep. Two hours later, I asked why didn’t you wake me? And you 

know what she said, “I knew you needed the rest”.  

 

The many times Mattie and Jordan Goldberger invited me to their home and 

cooked me dinner. All the times, Olivia Auell, sat with me as I wept over my heartbreak. 

All the times so many of you offered and did pick me up or drive me home when I didn’t 

have a car. All the times, Barbara Newman, the best cheerleader there is, gave me a pep 

talk and encouraged me to pursue my dreams. The one time I sat in Mark Osler’s office 

and he articulated to me in the most perfect way why divinity school would be the right 

fit for all my interests, calming my many fears. The first time I was courageous enough to 

stand up here and share my story and you all gave me a standing ovation. That was 

unexpected and so awesome! I am so gently and lovingly held by all of you. The love that 

we have for one another, to me, far outweighs the complexities of our differences. That 

love allows us to do the hard work of being in community.  

 

How do we learn to gently hold and tend to one another even with all the differences that 

attempt to divide us? Here’s a little poem that might help.  

 

8.    Surrendering temptations to speak for God 
  

[ Poem ] 

Clearing by Martha Postlewaite 

  

Do not try to save 

the whole world 

or do anything grandiose. 

Instead, create 

a clearing 
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in the dense forest 

of your life 

and wait there 

patiently, 

until the song 

that is your life 

falls into your own cupped hands 

and you recognize and greet it. 

Only then will you know 

how to give yourself 

to this world 

so worth of rescue. 

  

Assuming responsibility for who we are (owning our stuff) makes it harder to 

judge and rush others through their growth processes.  If we indeed teach what we are 

most in need of learning, than those of us preaching the “gospel” are more in need of it. I 

am too concerned with the plank in my own eye, too desperate for God’s mercy and 

forgiveness to busy myself maintaining the order for how others’ live out their faith. My 

primary responsibility in my walk with God is to learn who I am in God, to be so deeply 

rooted and grounded in God’s love that I have the power together with you all to 

comprehend the length and width and height and depth of God’s love. Jesus’ radical 

solidarity with those at the bottom made me fall in love with him. His tenderness and 

deep concern for those most excluded from society gives me deep hope that God is 

indeed with us all. Jesus is irresistible. Jesus is also right in saying that his sheep will 

know his voice. 

 

Oppression crushes the spirit and depletes joy in the body of Christ. When we are 

confronted with lack of empathy, humiliation, embarrassment and sometimes plain right 

cruelty, we are tempted to give a slap right back whether in word or deed, to flip the table 

over and storm out in rage. Waiting for God’s hands to “tenderize our heart”, as Carma 

Gjerning would say, can be excruciatingly painful.  It is only when we remember God’s 

mercy on our own lives that it becomes possible for us to be merciful and forgiving of 

others.   

 

We all have a song that helped us get through a particularly difficult time. Mine 

was a song I discovered years go. “Do What You Have to Do” by Sarah McLachlan. 

These particular lyrics struck a chord with me.  

 
“What ravages of spirit 

Conjured this tempestuous rage 

Created you a monster 

Broken by the rules of love 

And fate has led you through it 

You do what you have to do” 
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For those of us carrying layers of traumas, offense is scratching the surface to a 

sea of open wounds. What is a benign mishap to another feels to you like an earthquake 

of emotions and memories too strong to calm. We all have thwarted filters that distort 

what we sometimes hear and how we process information. God’s discerning spirit can 

help us to clear the fog of offense.  

 

This is why I love this mantra for victims of oppression and trauma survivors:   

“Darling, it is not your fault that you are here but it is now your responsibility.”  

 

It is impossible for someone other than ourselves to navigate our internal world. 

We must learn to communicate what they cannot comprehend not with the intention of 

convincing them of the horrible nature of our plight but to open up in a way that allows 

for dialogue to occur. We might become surprised by what we learn. We all have a 

responsibility to listen, to pay attention and to learn how to expand enough to disagree 

with others without dismissing and or dishonoring them. Let’s remember that none of us 

are free until all of us are free.  

 

 

And now for this week’s benediction: 
I pray that God’s goodness abound all around us, even in the midst of our suffering. May 

we go in search of it against all odds and fervently hold on it to it. May God tenderize our 

hearts to forgive those who trespass against us and avoid doing the same. May our week 

be full of reminders of God’s love for us. In Jesus’ Name, I pray, Amen.  

 

 

 


